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Summary:

Do basic skills have to be boring? Absolutely not! This series uses exciting adventures and
delightful characters to help teach fundamental skills and provide a foundation for learning.
This book addresses specific content areas; presents tasks that grab the attention and 
curiosity of students; contains clear directions to the students; asks students to use, remember
and practise basic skills; and challenges students to be creative and analytical. 

Kids love learning about topics such as galaxies and glaciers, thunderstorms and timelines, 
and elephants and encyclopedias. Basic not Boring 3–4 contains hundreds of inventive, 
ready-to-use lessons that invite students to join an adventure, solve a puzzle, pursue a 
mystery or tackle a problem. It combines over 300 pages of age-appropriate teaching
resources, with integrated activities in the key learning areas of English, maths, society and
environment, and science. 

Topics areas covered in Basic Not Boring Years 3–4 include: 
• map skills
• measurement
• grammar usage
• writing skills
• problem-solving and more …

Key selling points:
• respected and experienced authors
• excellent value for money
• a ready-to-use assessment tool: four skills tests across.the major

learning areas
• complete answer keys for all exercises and skills test
• includes exercises on engaging, eclectic topics such as world 

travel, circuses, the human body, weather, money and many 
more.
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